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1 INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Web applications facilitate combining resources (linked data, web
services, source code, documents, etc.) to create new ones. For a
resource producer, choosing the appropriate license for a combined
resource involves choosing a license compliant with all the licenses
of combined resources and controlling the reusability of the re-
sulting resource through the compatibility of its license. The risk
is either, to choose a license too restrictive making the resource
difficult to reuse, or to choose a not enough restrictive license that
will not sufficiently protect the resource.

We consider that a license lj is compliant with a license li if a
resource licensed under li can be licensed under lj without violating
li . If a license lj is compliant with li then we consider that li is
compatible with lj

Finding the right trade-off between compliance and compatibil-
ity is a difficult process. An automatic classification over licenses
protecting resources would facilitate this task.

Our research question is: given a license li , how to automati-
cally position li over a set of licenses in terms of compatibility and
compliance?

Wepropose CaLi, a lattice-basedmodel to classify licenses. CaLi is
able to answer questions like, “what are the licenses with which
li is compliant?” and “what are the licenses with which li is com-
patible?”. We show the usability of a CaLi classification through a
prototype of a license-based search engine for the Web of Data.

The remainder of this abstract is as follows. Section 2 discuses
related works, Section 3 introduces the CaLi model, Section 4 shows
the implementation of a license-based search engine for linked data
and Section 5 concludes.

2 RELATEDWORK
There exist some tools to facilitate the creation of license compliant
resources such as TLDRLegal1, CC Choose2, ChooseALicense3, CC
search4, Web2rights 5 and Licentia6. Unfortunately, one of them is
able to order licenses in terms of compatibility or compliance.

The problem of license compatibility and license combination
are addressed inWeb services [3], in collaborative environments [6]
and in the Web of Data [4, 8, 9]. These works focus on combining
operators for automatic license combination but do not propose to
position a license over a set of licenses.

Concerning the problem of license classification to facilitate the
selection of a license, [1, 5] propose a compatibility graph to classify
1https://tldrlegal.com/
2https://creativecommons.org/choose/
3https://choosealicense.com/
4https://ccsearch.creativecommons.org/
5http://www.web2rights.com/creativecommons/
6http://licentia.inria.fr/

licenses. However, such graph is build from a manual interpretation
of each license, so its generalization and automation is not possible.

In the domain of access control, [2] proposes a lattice model of
secure information flow to automatically classify security classes
with associated resources. [7] describes several models based on
this approach but none focuses on classifying licenses.

None of these works answers our research question. In our work
we propose a lattice-based model inspired by [2]. Existing combin-
ing operators like [3, 4, 8, 9] make feasible the automatic generation
of a lattice. This model is independent on any license combination
approach, license description language and licensed resources so
that it can be used in a wide variety of domains.

3 CALI: A LATTICE-BASED LICENSE MODEL
CaLi is a model that allows to express license classifications with
a lattice structure. The model considers a finite set of licenses, a
combining operator, a compatibility relation over licenses, resources
and their association with licenses, and a set of constraints. The
combining operator applied to the set of licenses produces a lattice
that expresses the compliance and compatibility among licenses.
This model is introduced next.

Definition 3.1. CaLi = ⟨L,
⊕
,→,R, 7→,C⟩.

L = {l1, ..., ln } is a set of licenses.⊕
is a license combining operator.

→ is the compatible with relation defined on pairs of licenses.
R = {r1, ..., rm } is a set of resources.
7→ is the protected by relation between R and L.
C = ⟨CL ,C→⟩ is a finite set of constraints to express viability. CL

is a set of constraints over L and C→ is a set of constraints
over→ in L × L.

A license is considered as a set of actions. Actions used in L are
taken from A = {a1, ...,an }, a set of actions that can be applied on
resources.⊕

is an associative and commutative binary operator that spec-
ifies for any pair of licenses, the combined license that is compliant
with both licenses. For licenses li and lk , if li

⊕
lk = lj then lj is

compliant with li and lk .
For licenses li and lj , we write li → lj iff li is compatible with

lj (or lj is compliant with li ). li → lj implies li
⊕

lj = lj , i.e., lj
overcomes li .

We write ri 7→ li when the resource ri is protected by li . For
ri 7→ li , if li is compatible with lj then ri can be protected by lj .

In addition we introduce the concepts of viability of a license
and viability of a→ relation.
• A viable license is a license that allows the licensed resource to
be used. A license li is viable iff it respects allCL constraints.

https://tldrlegal.com/
https://creativecommons.org/choose/
https://choosealicense.com/
https://ccsearch.creativecommons.org/
http://www.web2rights.com/creativecommons/
http://licentia.inria.fr/
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• A viable compatible with relation, li → lj , is a relation that
allows a resource licensed under li to be licensed under lj . A
→ relation between two licenses is viable iff it respects all
C→ constraints.

li is compatible with lj if there exists a path from li to lj where
all compatible with relations and all licenses are viable.

We demonstrate that the set of licenses L, the compatible with
relation→ and the combining operator

⊕
form a lattice where:

(1) ⟨L,→⟩ is a partially ordered set.
(2) L is finite.
(3) L has an infimum (or greatest lower bound) I such that I → li
∀li ∈ L.

(4)
⊕

is a totally defined least upper bound operator on L.

4 A LICENSE-BASED LINKED DATA SEARCH
ENGINE

We experiment the usefulness of our work with a license-based
search engine for the Web of Data. This search engine is based on
the following CaLi classification:
L = {⟨P ,O, Pr ⟩}; P ,O, Pr are sets of permissions, obligations and pro-

hibitions containing actions ∈ A. A is the set containing the 72
actions considered by ODRL7.⊕

is the license combining operator, li
⊕

lj ≡ ⟨Pli ∩Plj ,Oli ∪Olj ,

Prli ∪ Prlj ⟩ where Pli is the permission set of li , Oli is the
obligation set of li , and Prli is the prohibition set of li .

→ is the compatible relation stating that li → lj iff Pli ⊇ Plj and
Oli ⊆ Olj and Prli ⊆ Prlj .

C = ⟨CL ,C→⟩ where CL = {ωL1 , ωL2 } and C→ = {ω→1 , ω→2 }.
Concerning the set of constraints that characterizes viable li-

censes and viable→ relations:
ωL1 specifies that viable licences have sets of permissions, obli-

gations and prohibitions that have to be mutually disjoint.
ωL2 specifies that if an action ai is prohibited, all the actions

included in ai must not be permitted nor obligated to be a viable
license. For example, a license that prohibits Use is not viable if it
permits or obligates Commercial Use.

ω→1 specifies that cc:ShareAlike term obligates the distribution
of derivative works only under the same license.

ω→2 specifies that if cc:DerivativeWorks is prohibited in a license
li then resources protected by li should not be protected by lj .

The generation of a lattice has a complexity ofO (2n ). In our case,
n = 2|A| and the number of nodes in the lattice is 2144. The number
of nodes grows exponentially with the number of terms resulting
in a combinatorial explosion. Generating the complete lattice is not
suitable for a real scenario with a large number of terms. Thus we
propose algorithms to generate part of the lattice on the fly. Our
approach is in O (n) where n is the number of existing nodes.

Answering our questions with the CaLi classification is straight-
forward. Finding all licensed datasets whose licenses are compliant
with a particular license li means to retrieve datasets protected by li
and all datasets protected by licenses that are above li in the graph.
Similarly, finding all licensed datasets whose licenses are compatible
with a specific license li means to retrieve datasets protected by li
and all datasets protected by licenses that are below li in the graph.

7https://www.w3.org/TR/odrl-vocab/#actionConcepts

The prototype of this search engine is available at http://cali.
priloo.univ-nantes.fr8.

5 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we proposed CaLi, a model to express license classifi-
cations. The goal of our work is to encourage the publication and
reuse of resources in a license compliant web.

CaLi can be used to classify licenses in different contexts where
resources need to be reused. It considers a set of licenses, a combin-
ing operator, a compatibility relation over the set of licenses and a
set of constraints. The combining operator applied automatically to
the set of licenses produces a lattice that expresses both compliance
and compatibility among licenses. This lattice garantees a partial
order over licenses.
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8A video demonstration is available at https://youtu.be/YkSWHSiD-Ps.
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